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Tbe Haanmmn & Reimer Symposia one

(1974) and two (1979) were well received
by the flavor and fragrance community and
many of m have looked forward to the third

with positive anticipation, That symposium
has now taken place (1992, Kyoto, Japan)
and the papers have been published in the

book currently under review. There is a
wide selection of topics representing cur-
rent research in the flavor, fragrance and

biochemistry areas. There will be some-
thing to satisfy the varied interests of po-

tential readers from the avid organic chemist
to the casual historian of the industry

A smorgasbord and a five-course g,our-

met dinner are two different things and
sew. two different functions. If one likens
a textbook on this subject to the dinner,

then this hook is definitely a smorgasbord.
This is not a criticism b“t a guide to poten-
tial readers a. to what they are getting.

As in a smorgasbord with its separate
groups of appetkers, salads and hot dishes,

tbe reader is directed to three suh-group-
ing,s “f litera~ delights. These are fra-
grance chemistry (often known as aroma

chemist ~), flavor chemishy, and biochem-
ist. The serious organic chemist, inter-

ested in synthetic mutes to aroma cbemicafs
and physical chemical data, will be drawn
to tbe first section, as will the analyst inter-

ested in current methodology. Those more
interested in products of thermaf chemis-
by andheterocyclic cyntbesis will find these

in section two. The currently ubiquitous

area of biochemistry and its application to
aroma chemistry is covered in section three.
Several interesting historical elements are

scattered among all three sections.
In sectim one, Noyori reviews the use

of metal complexes .s asymmetric catalysts

in the syntheses of terpenes and other fra-
grance materials. Hopp covers 120 years of
research at Haarmam & Reimer be~n-

ning with the production of vanillin from
the cambial sap of conifers, thrcmgh exotic
captive fragrance materials, and finally full

circle to menthol and the production of
vanillin by biotechnologic?l methwfs. Pelzer
illmtrates the use of receptor and molecu-

lar stmcturelactivity concepts to guide the

spth.ses of molecules having odor, ,ha,.
acteristic of lily of the valley flowers.
Weyerstafd describes the me of modern

techniques in the analyses of four essential
oils of fragrance importance. In Mod’s pa-

per, the powerfd combination of biochem-
istry and organic chemistg (bio-orgtmic
chemistg) is applied to the syntheses of

chiral aroma chemicals. Surburg examines
the volatile components of flowers and .om-

pares steam distillation and two popular
headspace techniques for this type of study.
The analyses of eleven Chinese essential
nils are described by Kameoka. One goal of

aroma chemical research, the syntheses of
mw.1 fragrance ingredients, is described
by Harder as he relates the new materials

ofmeat vokitdes and the heterocyclic cbemi-
..1s fcmnd therein. Tbe intricacies of thia-
mine degradation chemistry and its

importance to meat flavor are examined
thoroughly by Giintert. Tbe results of ana-
lytical work on meat flavors are translated

into new ingredients by synthesis as de-
scribed by Bertram.

Tbe current importance of biochemistry

to flavors and fragrances is exemplified by
Cmteau’s description of the biosynthesis of
thujane-type monoterpenes in section three.
Reed reviews the cwrent knowledge of

olfactmy receptors and their interaction
with odorants. Williams describes a group of
glycosidicafly-bound flavorants and their

enzyme-mediated release. Gatfield dis-
cusses the pmdutiion of Iactones and de-
scribes the different possible mechanisms

for their enzymatic formation.
Of the sixteen papers in the symposium,

eight are by H z.mmnn & Reimer resewch-

ers. A larger percentage of outside partici-
pants might have given more balance to tbe
hook. AU of the authors are to be

complimented on the clarity and detail of
their presentations.

The book is physically very well done.
In those chapters dealing with chemistry,

the structures andremtions and spectral
data are clearly presented with no obvious

errors. Each chapter is well documented
with references but the lack of an index is a
disadvantage. On the other hand, a smor-
gasbord does not need a menw visual in-

spection and consumption are sufficient to
enjoy the meal. Robert E. Erickson
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